
When Movies Mattered: Reviews from a
Transformative Decade

The cinematic world has witnessed several transformative periods over the years.
One such decade that stands out is the era when movies truly mattered. From the
revolutionary films that shook the industry to the outstanding performances that
left audiences awe-inspired, this decade redefined the way we experience
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cinema. In this article, we delve into the reviews from this transformative period,
exploring the impact and significance of these movies and the effect they had on
the industry as a whole.

The Rise of Independent Cinema

The "when movies mattered" era saw a surge in independent cinema.
Filmmakers had the freedom to experiment with unconventional narratives,
pushing the boundaries of storytelling. Such movies delivered distinctive and
thought-provoking content that resonated with audiences on a profound level.
They sparked conversations, challenged societal norms, and left a lasting impact
on culture. This evolution in independent filmmaking truly made movies matter.
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Breaking the Mold: Unforgettable Performances

The transformative decade introduced a new wave of talented actors and
actresses who brought iconic characters to life. From intense dramas to
mesmerizing romantic tales, performances in this era were groundbreaking.
Critics and audiences alike were captivated by the range of emotions portrayed
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on the silver screen. These performances elevated the art of acting and showed
the world the power of storytelling through film.

Revolutionary Filmmaking Techniques

This period in cinema history witnessed groundbreaking advancements in
filmmaking techniques. Directors experimented with innovative approaches, such
as unconventional camera angles, non-linear storytelling, and rich visual effects.
Audiences experienced a new level of immersion through the ingenious use of
sound design and captivating cinematography. These techniques not only shaped
the way stories were told but also brought a new appreciation for the art of
filmmaking.

The Impact on Society and Culture

Movies from the transformative decade had a profound impact on society and
culture. They became vehicles for social commentary, addressing critical issues
that plagued society at the time. These films sparked conversations and inspired
change. They challenged traditional norms and helped shape the progression of
society. Audiences embraced the power of cinema in conveying important
messages, leading to a significant shift in the perception of movies as mere
entertainment to agents of change.

Legacy and Lasting Influences

The movies from the transformative decade left a lasting legacy and continue to
inspire filmmakers to this day. Many of these films have become classics,
replayed and celebrated for their artistic brilliance. Their impact can still be felt in
the movies of today, as filmmakers draw inspiration from the innovative
storytelling techniques and vibrant performances that defined the era when
movies truly mattered.



The Transformative Decade in Review

The transformative decade in cinema history generated movies that mattered.
This period ushered in a new era of storytelling, characterized by boldness,
artistic expression, and sociocultural impact. Through independent filmmaking,
unforgettable performances, groundbreaking techniques, and societal influence,
movies rose above being mere entertainment and became agents of change. The
legacy and lasting influence of this transformative era continue to shape the way
we perceive and appreciate the art of cinema.

So, let's revisit this transformative decade and immerse ourselves in the reviews
that highlight the significance of these films. Step back in time and witness the
magic of the era when movies truly mattered.
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If you have ever wanted to dig around in the archives for that perfect Sunday
afternoon DVD and first turned to a witty weekly column in the New York Times,
then you are already familiar with one of our nation’s premier film critics. If you
love movies—and the writers who engage them—and just happen to have
followed two of the highest circulating daily papers in the country, then you
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probably recognize the name of the intellectually dazzling writer who has been
penning pieces on American and foreign films for over thirty years. And if you
called the City of the Big Shoulders home in the 1970s or 1980s and relied on
those trenchant, incisive reviews from the Chicago Reader and the Chicago
Tribune to guide your moviegoing delight, then you know Dave Kehr. 

When Movies Mattered presents a wide-ranging and illuminating selection of
Kehr’s criticism from the Reader—most of which is reprinted here for the first time
—including insightful discussions of film history and his controversial Top Ten
lists. Long heralded by his peers for both his deep knowledge and incisive style,
Kehr developed his approach to writing about film from the auteur criticism
popular in the ’70s. Though Kehr’s criticism has never lost its intellectual edge,
it’s still easily accessible to anyone who truly cares about movies. Never watered
down and always razor sharp, it goes beyond wry observations to an acute
examination of the particular stylistic qualities that define the work of individual
directors and determine the meaning of individual films.

From current releases to important revivals, from classical Hollywood to foreign
fare, Kehr has kept us spellbound with his insightful critical commentaries. When
Movies Mattered will secure his place among our very best writers about all
things cinematic.
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